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A wonderful story about a boy named Max
This is the story of a wonderful little boy named Max. A boy with an amazing
talent for climbing. A boy who is locked inside the cruel world that is Autism.
This is the story of his mother, Stephanie who wants to do anything she can for
the smallest chance that she can improve her son’s life to give him a chance.
Her goal is that he may not just be physically present but that he can also communicate and contribute to the community.
This is the story of Sally. A partner and fellow Police Officer, whose vision has
set into motion a chain of events to aim high and help Stephanie achieve her
dream of getting Max the intensive therapy he needs.
This will be the story of us alongside you, attending a series of events and having a sensational time, simultaneously raising the money needed to give Max a
chance at the life every child deserves.
For both the Police and Joe’s Boxing, Stephanie is one of our own. She wears
her challenge with a smile and love. Joe’s Boxing Sydney in conjunction with
the NSW Police will be hosting three events, which will raise awareness for Autism and also help raise funds for Max’s therapy,
Tuesday 2nd April is World Autism Day and we are printing a special T-shirt
which will be sold for $25 each. Please wear these at Tuesday’s training on
April 2nd with the proceeds shared for both Max’s fundraising and Many Minds;
a not-for-profit organization supporting those with Autism.
On June 22nd there will be a trivia entertainment night that will be hosted by
radio personality Tony Moclair with a special appearance by Guido Hatzis the
infamous radio prankster.
The trivia night will be followed by Joe’s Boxing Fight Night, where our students
will verse NSW Police. This will be held at Joe’s Boxing Club in August 2013
If these two events go well we may have a big party to celebrate

Hello My name is Max I am 8
years old and what I like to do
most of all is climb. I climb trees
and on top of houses and when I
come to Joe’s Boxing I climb up
ropes and into the hammock and
jump and slide down the floor to
ceiling ball. I wish I could talk
well and make some good friends.

Coming Up
Tuesday March 12th South's
Juniors— William Shaak
March 15th Randwick labor
club—5 fighters from here
March 21st General Promotion
White to Black Shirt
March 29th—31st Rylstone end
of summer camp
April 6th Bondi Junction RSL
Maydad’s Mayhem—3fighters
from here
April 7th Croation Club– Will S
June 9h—Knife seminar

Rylstone Camp
From Friday 29 to Sunday
31st March we will be holding an end of summer camp
at our wonderful retreat at
Rylstone . This is dear to my
heart and I do expect that
everyone who wants to graduate to Black shirt to have
done at least one camp.
There will be boxing training
but we have archery, golf,
bushwalking , climbing possibly abseiling incredible
views, open fire & more stars
than you have ever seen. It is
only $50 with food included
in cost. Share transport and
come up for a day is ok.

Joe’s boxing Sydney www.joesboxing.com.au ph 0418 217 244
Now the Anthony Mundine question is out of the way what’s next for Daniel Geale
With Anthony Mundine out of the way, Daniel Geale can look to take on the US market with a fight against Matthew Macklin.
The Irishman, who is based in New York, is firming up as Geale’s next opponent. A fight with Macklin, ranked as the number
7 middleweight in the world by BoxRec (Geale is number 2), would be a formidable one. Macklin has a 29 win, 4 loss professional record but two of his most recent losses have come against the number 1 ranked middleweight, Sergio Martinez, and the
number 5, Felix Sturm. Against Martinez last year, the Birmingham-born fighter gave a great performance and knocked down
the Argentine in the seventh round. He couldn’t go on with the early dominance and was eventually stopped in the 11th.
Macklin lost to the best middleweight on the planet, and mixed it with him for the bout. Against Sturm in 2011, Macklin was
extremely unlucky. Like Geale, Macklin fought Sturm in Germany. Like Geale, at the time Sturm was the hometown favourite
and champion. And like Geale, it went to a split decision. But while many people believe Macklin did enough to get the win,
and should have got the ruling, it went to Sturm. After the Geale-Mundine bout Macklin tweeted: “I beat Sturm, didn’t get the
decision, he did get decision. Let’s get it on! Fight makes sense to everyone. The only reason it doesn’t happen is if Geale
doesn’t fancy it.” Macklin has an exciting style and is a respectable opponent. It would be a good entry fight to the US boxing
market for Daniel Geale. While there are potentially bigger bouts out there for Geale – like Martinez and Gennady Golovkin,
who fought in the amateurs – this is one that is most likely to get made quicker. Conquering the US takes time and Geale has
to introduce himself to American fight fans. Beating Macklin would be a start and lead on to bigger things. Macklin appears as
though he wants a clash with the Tasmanian. Recently he had this to say about Geale: “He’s a very, very determined fighter
who will not allow an opponent to gain momentum. He’s got a real competitive edge. He never gives rounds away.

Phasing out 10 visits INSTRUCTORS WANTED

KNIFE DEFENCE SEMINAR

I am looking for at least two more students to become instructors experience
not necessary just the ability to commit
to the same time each week and I will
provide training and guidance. Your
rewards are mainly in heaven but I
will do some private lessons with you
for free. The classes I have in mind are
mainly weekdays 5pm , 6pm or 7pm
but it would also be nice to have go to
backup for weekend classes as well.
Please don’t be shy talk to me anytime

A good friend of mine who is a
top professional martial arts
teacher in Geelong has offered
to teach a seminar of knife attack and defence in an art called
AMOK which is a blend of well
known knife fighting arts originating from the Philippines and
is taught to special forces
around the world. Knives are
simply the most dangerous
weapon seminar date 9th June.

From the end of March I will no
longer advertise 10 visit memberships to the public and will
ultimately cease these altogether . All existing 10 visits will be
honoured and if you wish to top
up in March I will accept. It may
be that from time to time I offer
a 10 visit membership where a
student who has been here for a
time has commitments but for
new students it is not the best.

Who would be a politician?
I am sure we have all thought about being famous at some point or even someone in the public eye maybe
the Prime Minister or even Mayor or even someone of responsibility. We are also generally unsympathetic when they become embroiled is some trouble or accused of wrong doing whether it is true or not .
But what if it was you someone was out to get. I just read a book written by Kay Danes who along with
her husband were wrongly incarcerated in a Laos prison for trying to smuggle 160kg of Sapphires in her
underwear as silly as that sounds. They were held for two years in atrocious conditions and although totally supported by the Australian government and exonerated they were financially ruined and the media
headlines had made sure they were considered dodgy from thereon. I have been on the Strata committee
of my building for the last 15 years and the other owners were grateful for the thankless work I did and
pretty much left me in charge. Last year a person who has held a grudge against me for a long time came
on to the committee and firstly accused me of misappropriating funds from the building and after an audit
failed to find wrongdoing then called an EGM further questioning my conduct with the only thing being
brought to light that in the 15 years I had been here is we had some water leaks into the unit below which
had long been resolved. But it hasn’t stopped that person from making slanderous accusations and spreading rumours aimed at damaging me. No matter how many times they is proven wrong they invent something else and I wonder when will it ever end so I now have empathy for those in the spotlight.

